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THREE TERMS A PASTOR 

MUST UNDERSTAND:



• BEREAVEMENT: The event that takes place causing the onset of

grief: A death, divorce, termination, fire, flood, etc.

• MOURNING: The start of the process of relieving and working

one’s way thru grief. This is the beginning of a step-by-step

process.

• GRIEF: The actual “emotional suffering” brought on by the

incident, situation or circumstance.



FIVE FACTORS A PASTOR MUST 

CONSIDER WHEN DEALING 

WITH A GRIEF SITUATION:



• WHO IS THE PERSON THAT DIED? A pastor needs to know how

heavily invested the person was in the life of the one(s) being helped.

• WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF THE RELATIONSHIP? Was the

person a spouse, a child, a relative, a neighbor, a friend, a coworker, a

soldier, etc.?

• WHAT WAS THE MODE OF DEATH? Was the person’s death the

result of a lingering illness, a sudden heart-attack, an automobile

accident, a suicide, a crime, a drowning, etc.?



• WHAT WAS THE GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND? Did the

person live close, were they seen often or every few years during a

vacation, reunion, or casual visit, was the person purposely avoided,

are there feelings of neglect or guilt, etc.?

• WHAT WAS THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND? Has the family

recently suffered another loss of any type? How has the person or

family handled stress, grief or loss, in the past?



THREE SOCIAL FACTORS A 

PASTOR MUST CONSIDER WHEN 

DEALING WITH A GRIEF 

SITUATION:



• WAS THIS AN UNSPEAKABLE DEATH? Murder, suicide.

AIDS, the result of a rape, domestic violence or child abuse.

• WAS THIS A SOCIALLY NEGLECTED DEATH? Any situation

where the actual death is passed-off or over-looked like a

miscarriage, still-born birth, an abortion.

• WAS THIS A PRIVATE PERSON? Did this person avoid church,

social groups, family gatherings, do they only have a few relatives,

no friends or very little support?



UNDERSTANDING THE 

TEN STEPS OF THE GRIEF 

PROCESS:



• SHOCK: Shock might be seen as a gift from God that allows mankind

to deal with a very traumatic situation without emotional overload. It is

a type of natural anesthetic that helps a person react to the moment of

tragedy. During this time a pastor’s presence, more than words is most

helpful in beginning the comforting process.

• EMOTION: This is the almost uncontrollable rage, anger, sadness or

tears that accompany the event. It is the venting of one’s emotion that

provides release. A pastor should reassure the grieving person that the

show of emotion is normal and natural and not a sign of weakness.



• DEPRESSION: A feeling of absolute loneliness often accompanies

grief. Attempting to figure out what to do next, pity, or even guilt can

lead to feelings of hopelessness. This is where a pastor can best help by

assuring the person this will pass, life goes on, and they will make it

thru whatever the experience they are facing. It is a perfect time to share

that one's hope is found in Christ.

• PANIC: This is the loss of concentration phase. The person may be

convinced they are going mad. They may not be able to remember

things they consider important, related to the person who died. It can

cause frustration, and it may be difficult to admit. A pastor should be

sensitive, reassuring and caring. Often, this lasts only for a brief time.



• GUILT: Sometimes a person grieving thinks if they had done more they

could have prevented the death. Make them realize that death is the final

stage of life, a time all of us will face. Be aware of any abnormal signs of

neurotic behavior and know your limitations if additional help is

required.

• HOSTILITY: This is the resentment phase, which is often a time of

passing blame. The doctors, hospital, nurses, minister, police, other

family members can all become suspect as having not done enough. A

pastor might need to help the grieving person see the big picture in order

to focus in on the truth. Be patient and listen carefully.



• UNSOCIABILITY: This most often accompanies the death of a spouse

or a divorce. The grieving person feels like a third wheel or a bother to

others. The indications of this stage can be seen in one’s unwillingness to

get involved in social events, refraining from responding to invitations,

or participating in public activities. A pastor needs to help them see their

self-worth and the value of interacting with others.

• ACCEPTANCE: This is nearing the final stage of grief. One begins to

see the light at the end of the tunnel. Unfortunately, this is also the stage

when most suicides occur – and is usually 90 days to 6 months following

the death. A pastor must realize that the grief process is slow and several

of the stages can and often are repeated. Look for signs of giving up

hope or comments like having nothing to live for.



• RESTORATION: This is the final stage in the grief process. The

person has finally come to grips with death’s reality. The person can

now remember the good times without concentrating only on the loss.

As a pastor be supportive, caring, encouraging and remember the

anniversary of the passing.

• HURT: It might appear as if it looks like the entire process is being

repeated, but to a much lesser degree. This is where the grieving person

is finally able to open up and express their hurt. Remind the person that

time is a good healer of wounds, but that it does not happen overnight.

As a pastor, especially in a divorce situation or the death of a military

person, allow them to vent their hurt.



FOUR FACTORS A PASTOR SHOULD 

CONSIDER WHEN HELPING ONE 

PROCESS GRIEF, IMMEDIATELY 

WHEN FOLLOWING A DEATH:



• VIEWING THE BODY: The first viewing of the body is a

confirmation that death is real. A pastor should plan to be present at the

viewing as a support to the person or family.

• VISITATION AND THE FUNERAL SERVICE: The pastor needs to

realize the value of a traditional visitation and funeral in the healing

process. Encourage both as the opportunity presents itself.



• CHURCH FAMILY SUPPORT AND COST: Helping the grieving

person or family by providing the visitation and funeral at the church

can help reduce costs and be a great source of bonding and

encouragement to the family. Sometimes, by not using the Funeral

Home facilities, the church can help save a family the up-front cost of a

funeral and provide a needed service. As a pastor get to know the local

funeral director, they can work well together, assisting the family.

• FOLLOW-UP SUPPORT: Don’t let the grieving family be neglected

after the funeral. Keep in touch weekly for at least a full month.

Perhaps the church has a grief group, get the person involved in the

group as soon as possible following the death.



EIGHT SIGNS A PASTOR SHOULD 

WATCH FOR THAT MIGHT 

INDICATE ABNORMAL GRIEF:



• UNCONTROLLABLE EMOTIONAL OUTBURSTS: The

grieving person or a family member might have the inability to

mention or discuss the loss of a person without crying, sobbing

or going into emotional eruptions of uncontrolled weeping.

• EMOTIONAL STRESS: The grieving person is unable to

handle even the smallest stressful situation without becoming

unglued.



• CONVERSATIONAL INVOLVEMENET: Every conversation

revolves around mentioning the deceased or details about their

death.

• ENSHRINEMENT: The grieving person refuses to move

items, clean out a room, empty a closet, etc., and instead sets up

a shrine to remember and honor the deceased.



• PHYSICAL SICKNESS: The grieving person or a family member

actually has an illness caused by the grief. In some cases, the exact

problem that resulted in the death of the deceased. Professional help

might be required.

• RADICAL LIFESTYLE CHANGES: The grieving person actually

begins dressing like the deceased as a way of coping with the loss.

Sometime, the grieving person will sell their home and move or

engage in other radical ways (i.e., drinking, drugs, sexual promiscuity,

body make-overs, changing careers, etc.).



• UNRESOVLED DEPRESSION: The person becomes so

despondent that they refuse to admit their level of unhealthy

depression. Family members are concerned about potential suicide.

A pastor needs to know his limitations, while being supportive, he

needs to suggest professional counseling help.

• SUICIDE THREATS OR ATTEMPTS: Every suicide threat needs

to be taken seriously. While a pastor can be a caregiver, he needs to

also know when professional medical help is needed. Encourage

the grieving person’s family to seek help for the individual.



THREE REASONS WHY SOME 

PEOPLE HAVE A DIFFICULT TIME 

DEALING WITH GRIEF AND LOSS:



• HIGH LEVEL OF DEPENDENCE: The person grieving was

highly dependent upon the one who died (physically, socially,

financially, etc.), a pastor should emphasize the grieving person’s

self-worth and ability to function on their own.

• STRONG DENIAL: These people have a very difficult time

resolving death and in an attempt to keep the person among the

living may turn to channeling, mediums, fortune tellers and

psychics in order to reinforce their denial.



• UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES: Death as the result of a

plane crash, drowning without a recovered body, cave-in,

explosion, fire, war, murder or disappearance where a

viewing is not possible can leave a person with the

thought that a mistake has been made and there is hope

that a person will show up later.



PASTORAL FACTORS IN 

INFANT DEATHS AND WHEN 

DEALING WITH THE LOSS 

OF A CHILD:



• STILL BORN BIRTHS AND NEO-NATAL DEATHS: This

includes miscarriages. Do not pass over the loss lightly.

Encourage the parent(s) to name the child. If the grieving

person or family agrees, conduct a funeral service (many

Funeral Homes provide infant death funerals free of charge

or at a very reduced rate).



• S.I.D.S. DEATH: More than 1,200 infants a year in Illinois die of

S.I.D.S. This can cause much guilt and self-blame for the parent(s). A

pastor should know that an automatic autopsy is required for the death

of any child under 2 in Illinois. A church should adopt the grieving

family and support them thru the grieving period.

• DEALING WITH CHILDREN AGES 3 TO 12: Pastors need to tell

children the truth about death, they don’t need to make it mysterious.

Children are impressionable so how something is explained is just as

important as the event itself. Inform them what to expect at a funeral.



DO’S AND DON’T’S FOR THE 

PASTOR CAREGIVER:



• DON’T: Tell people that you know how they feel, even if you’ve

recently experienced a similar loss. Let them know that you are there

to support them thru the process.

• DON’T: Be a theistic fatalist. It is true that we believe in God’s will

and His timing, but there are times when a pastor needs to admit that

he doesn’t understand the why's, when, where, who or how's of a

death. The last thing the family needs to hear is that a death, loss or

tragedy was God’s perfect will.



• DON’T: Say it was for the best, especially if a person was

old, suffering or in pain. The person grieving may decide it

was merciful of the Lord to allow the person to die, but that

is a determination that they need to make after they’ve had

time to process the loss.

• DON’T: Ever – ever – ever tell someone that the person who

died got what they deserved because of the life they were

living.



• DO: Pray, reminding the family of the strength and comfort one

can find in the Lord, especially in one's most desperate situation.

Remember you are there to help the living.

• DO: Be available as a support to the grieving. Your job is not to

make decisions for the family, but to support their decisions and

offer your assistance wherever needed. A death or tragic loss is a

time that can make or break a pastor’s ministry to a family.




